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An intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is a computer systemor software application that is built to replicate human tutors by supporting the
theory of “learning by doing.” Even though ITSs have been proven to be successful in academic studies, they still have not found large
adoption by the industry due to the complexities of building such systems due to the high technical expertise and domain knowledge
requirements. Attempts have beenmade to build authoring tools that can provide assistance in building tutoring systems; however, most
of these tools are targeted toward authors that have considerable programming experience.�is research proposes an authoring tool for
ITS, which is targeted at novice authors with minimum technical/programming experience and provides real-time sca�olding to
learner’s incomplete/incorrect answers using the best sca�olding techniques. Two evaluation techniques were applied for the evaluation
of the performance of the proposed authoring tool, e.g., paired t-test analysis and postexperiment survey. �e learning gains obtained
from paired t-test contend a signi�cant learning gain and improvement in the learning process with enhanced learning performance
with multiple sca�olding techniques as compared to single sca�olding technique experience. �e postexperiment survey has a notable
result that shows the e�ectiveness of the tutor model that ensures a very user-friendly interface, deploying sca�olding techniques and
adequate control of selecting and deploying sca�olding techniques and making the authoring process easy.

1. Introduction

An intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is a software application
that provides direct customized and adaptive instructions or
feedback to learners, i.e., performing a task without human
intervention. ITS implements the theory of “learning by
doing.” �e ITS is used in a broad range of domains from
traditional education to distance learning and training. It
responds to open-ended student responses and queries.

ITS’s main architecture comprises of three modules, i.e.,
student module, tutoring module, and domain module.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of a typical ITS. �e domain
model contains domain knowledge and information relating
to the speci�c topic/domain. �e ITS uses the domain in-
formation to provide adaptive content, select examination
material, and answer questions postured by learners. Diverse
information representation of a similar domain of learning is
consolidated to support instructing procedures [1]. �e
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student model represents the learner’s learning data and
aptitudes. Information consisting of gaining knowledge of
choices, beyond getting to know reviews and development,
will also be applicable in adapting the teaching technique [1].
)e tutor model gives the information expected to ac-
complish instructing objectives. )e tutor model contains
tutoring strategies used during tutoring a subject/course and
provides knowledge and strategies that help in achieving
teaching goals [2].

Intelligent tutoring systems have been delineated to
enhance the performance of a student in a broad range of
domains. Beal et al. performed a control evaluation for high
school mathematics using an interactive online tutoring
system [1]. )ey concluded that students who experienced
online tutoring showed effective progress in learning, while
students who took routine classroom instructions showed
no pretest to posttest enhancement. AutoTutor, an ITS,
achieved learning gains of approximately 0.8 sigma by
simulating a human tutor having a conversation with the
students in natural language [2]. In another study, con-
sidering a large-scale experiment, 470 students took classes
on an experimental basis using an algebra tutor and showed
improvement in contrast to classes by 15% on standardized
tests [4].

Authoring an effective ITS is a nontrivial task that re-
quires a certain level of understanding of teaching strategies
and technical expertise. Modifying any feature leads toward
the involvement of highly skilled programmers to modify/
change any feature. Modification becomes necessary when a
teacher/domain expert tries to modify course contents and
teaching strategies or incorporate any new materials.
Authoring ITS requires high technical and programming
expertise. It has been noticed that it requires 100 hours of
development time to make 1 hour of instructions [5].
Building ITS requires ability in many fields, including ed-
ucation, software engineering, artificial intelligence, psy-
chological research, and interface designing. )is necessity
makes building ITSs, starting with no outside help, a tedious
and challenging procedure and expands the expenses of
making the ITS, constraining the quantity of ITSs. )e
principle purpose of an ITS authoring tool is to make the
process of constructing an ITS less difficult. )is ease in-
terprets into decreased price and ability threshold for novice
authors. )e ITS authoring tools come across many chal-
lenges. In the past decade of research, the community
enormously worked on developing effective and adaptive
authoring tools for intelligent tutoring systems.

Authoring systems are divided into two main categories:
authoring tools for novice and nontechnical users and shells
for technical and domain experts [6]. Shell is a generalized
framework/building block for building ITS [7]. Shell re-
quires programming experts to develop ITS. Developing a
shell is a costly job, which requires technical expertise and
modification to shells that become costly in time and budget.
Many studies have been published on different shells and
their usage in different environments [8–11].

An authoring tool is an ITS shell having a user interface
that facilitates modification without programming expertise.
Authoring tools do not require programming expertise to
modify and develop an ITS. Due to the cost-efficient and
natural-driven approach, IT experts prefer authoring tools
over shells to develop ITS for various domains [7, 12].

2. Related Work

)e improvement of intelligent tutoring has been given
special attention. Over time, authoring systems have been
improved, supported by multiple features and providing
advanced functionalities.)is section discusses such systems
from very basic authoring systems, based on limited features
to a more advanced level.

)e idea of providing more adaptive scaffolding depends
on students’ online behavior with the intelligent tutoring
system. )e study uses an AC-ware Tutor that examines
students’ online behavior. Based on the online behavior of
the students, the tutor divided the students into different
groups using clustering techniques. )e results of the stu-
dents’ clusters are constructed using a decision tree to get a
human-readable description [13]. )is study emphasizes on
analyzing students’ behavior in order to provide more
adaptive scaffolding by the intelligent tutoring system.

A learner model of an intelligent tutoring system con-
structed from learner behavior provides adaptive tutoring. It
is effective for ITS to applymultiple scaffolding techniques in
ITS based on students’ learning proficiency. )e study
resulted in a developed learner model that can reduce the
hints and feedback [14].

In 1996, such a tool was created that enabled its users to
create adaptive books on www [15]. )is tool was based on
concepts not only drawn from the intelligent tutoring system
but also on adaptive hypermedia as well. )e basic idea that
was used behind making the educational material flexible
and intelligent was concept-based indexing. Concept-based
indexing provided the relevant details of the unit by indexing
it along with relevant concepts. [15].

In 1997, RIDES provided such a software environment
that enabled users to create tutorials that were based on
models and graphic simulations [16]. Such tutorials were
extremely useful for students in grasping the relevant
concepts. )e authors simply had to create the interactive
model of the system from which interactive lessons were
created. [16]. In the same year, CALAT was also proposed
[17]. )e CALAT was such an authoring system that was
courseware. It possessed such a feature that enabled it to
convert according to the capacity of its learner. It selected
and presented its learner with such relevant material that
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Figure 1: ITS architecture [3].
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was according to their level. )e students interacted with the
updated learning strategies, which were created using the
relevant content of the course [17].

Merrill et al. investigated step-based tutoring and pro-
viding vocabulary in LISP programming courses [18].
Anderson et al. so studied step-based tutoring and example-
based tutoring in a geometry course [19]. Step-based
tutoring is used in arithmetic, electrical troubleshooting
[20], practical algebra tutor [4], fundamental skill training
[21, 22], personal assistance for learning, and websoc in-
dividualized tutoring [23].

Later, more advances were seen in the field of intelligent
tutoring making it more specified, realistic, efficient, and
effective. )ese systems benefited a wide range of users apart
from only instructors and students. In 2001, REDEEM, such
a tool that enabled users to create ITS from computer-based
training, was proposed [24]. )e REDEEM provided dif-
ferent authoring stages with the help of which required shells
of ITS were organized. )e existing material was supple-
mented with more questions. )e whole course was then
specialized in a way that the needs of specific learners were
fulfilled. [24].

In 2004, such a system had been proposed that taught
students in the form of conversation [25]. AutoTutor, which
was able to teach by communication in natural language, had
been designed after inspiring learning theories, empirical
studies, and intelligent tutoring systems. With the help of
this tool, the problem to be answered was presented and then
the user was engaged in a way that ultimately directed the
user in creating an answer. )ese answers were then further
improved based on the feedback given by AutoTutor [25]. In
2006, it is based on a collection of authoring tools with the
help of which lessons can be efficiently and easily created.
Cognitive tutors require AI programming for their creation
and were created without programming. )e tutors created
with the help of CTAT not only helped in instruction but
were also useful in empirical studies. [26].

In 2014, GIFT was such an ITS framework that was
composed of multiple modules that were proposed [27].
Unlike other ITS systems, which were only limited to some
specific domain, GIFT was able to provide a wide range of
functionalities. Since GIFT possesses multiple tools, there-
fore, different users can benefit from it. )ose users included
researchers, students, instructors, and designers.)e GIFT is
time- and cost-efficient as well. [27].

Anne Lippert et al. explored multiple scaffolding tech-
niques in AutoTutor, as an adoptive tutor to scaffold
multiple levels of discourse processing to teach compre-
hension to the adults. )is study scaffolds different six major
learning affordances that help and teach adults compre-
hension strategies [28]. A significant result was shown by
Haiying et al. by providing real-time scaffolding to the
students in intelligent assessment systems. )e authors
significantly worked on real-time feedback but failed to
accommodate the most applicable and advanced tutoring
strategies of ITSs in their assessment system [29].

Another milestone was achieved by ElectronixTutor that
helps learners to learn STEM topics with multiple learning
resources for the electronic domain. Instead of scaffolding

technique, the ElectronixTutor successfully combines mul-
tiple learning resources into a single intelligent tutoring
system. A prototype of ElectronixTutor is implemented,
tested, and showed higher learning gains in the students
[30].

Another study investigates the intelligent tutoring sys-
tem on a large scale for automated personalized feedback to
improve student learning.)e study uses a machine learning
approach, which takes individual students’ performance and
generates personalized feedback. )is provides multiple
feedback techniques with personalized hints, Wikipedia-
based explanations, and mathematical hints [31].

Helping students in problem-based learning, the re-
search explores students’ difficulties in problem-based sys-
tems and scaffolding designing of learner-centered
scaffolding systems for addressing their challenges. )is
study helped students to enhance students’ experience of
autonomy and competence [32]. Huang et al. introduced a
multimethod approach to improve adaptivity in intelligent
tutoring systems. )is study scaffolds different data mining
and instructional strategies in the knowledge component
and redesigned the Algebraic Math Tutor. )e results were
encouraging and show that students showed higher learning
gains on more difficult tasks [33].

In 2014, Ma et al. [34] analyzed in their studies the effects
of ITS on-learning outcomes. )ey examined how much
different ITS systems, based on the type of comparison, type
of knowledge, learning outcome etc., effect the learning
outcomes. )ey analyze that the use of ITS is greatly as-
sociated with the other forms of learning methodologies.

In 2015, Dr. Vyshnavi et al. [35] implemented an ITS on
top of learning management systems. In their studies, the
ITS was divided into two frameworks. )e ITS framework
elements consist of competencies, instructional, and as-
sessments. A taxonomy table tool was used to align these
components.

In 2017, Zrigui and Abdelaziz [36] focused on the main
module of ITS, domain module. )ey developed an ITS
architecture providing an interface to the author with the
functionality to insert didactical and pedagogical knowledge.
)is system was aimed to identify the knowledge-based
contents and their inter-relationship to minimize the hur-
dles while building domain knowledge.

In 2020, El Ouaazizi and Akharraz [37] in their math
education ITS system (ITSME) include different ontologies
to provide a dynamic and effective e-learning process for the
linear algebra course. )ey use two ontologies, a domain
ontology of the linear algebra course (OLAC) and ontology
of e-learning field (OeLF). )e first one designs the linear
algebra contents (knowledge), and the second one models
the additional features of the learning process. )ey present
in their study the importance of using ontologies in
e-learning ITS and the prominence of links between the
basic knowledge-based elements.

Another study carried out in 2020 by Huang et al. de-
signs an ITS, which deployed a multimethod approach to
design loop adaptivity. )ey focused on identifying
knowledge components that are demonstrably difficult for
students to learn and optimize the effective and efficient
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practice of them. )ey also investigate the learning differ-
ences between treatment condition, through data-driven
redesigned tutor, control condition, and original tutors. )e
empirical results showed that students spent much less time
on the tutor than planned [33].

A significant investigation explores the origin of scaf-
folding in theoretical-historical connection. Scaffolding is
explored with Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development
(ZPD), explicitly the evolution of the notion of scaffolding.
)is study describes the introduced scaffolding supported by
various tools and social scaffolds in the classroom envi-
ronment. )is study discusses the notion of distributed
scaffolding of fading and transfer of responsibility features
[38].

Sanjay Singh and Vikram Singh [39] proposed a novel
framework that considers questions quality and errors as
key factors in the designing of practicing items for student
profile in intelligent tutoring systems. In their study, they
establish that the factors like question quality and errors in
the formulation of practice items are not considered in any
of the models considered so far. To estimate the knowledge
levels of the students in various topics from the answer
responses given by the students, it has been proposed to
augment the traditional models and devise a new frame-
work that surpasses the existing models in terms of
knowledge prediction accuracy and better student profil-
ing. [39].

3. NDLAuthor

)e NDLAuthor is an authoring tool for ITS. )e
NDLAuthor provides support to novice domain experts and
teachers to develop a domain-specific tutoring system using
any programming knowledge. )e NDLAuthor maximizes
the use of authoring tools for developing a tutoring system
by providing a simple and component-based mechanism.
Due to a lack of programming complexity, NDLAuthor
enhances the productivity of domain-specific tutoring sys-
tem development for novice domain experts and teachers.
)e NDLAuthor components are as follows.

4. Scaffolding Techniques

Scaffolding enables the instructor to construct a link between
the learners’ present knowledge and the content being
taught. Scaffolding is effectively performed by a teacher by
modeling a specific activity and gradually imparting infor-
mation to the student so that he has a strong grip on the
subject matter. Scaffolding may be disadvantageous to in-
structors since it requires them to transfer control to allow
students to study at their own speed. It is also time-con-
suming; you may not have enough time to finish the full
scaffolding during lessons. Scaffolding techniques are se-
lected based on their successful use in different scenarios in
various ITS. )ese scaffolding techniques are used by many
domains’ experts and teachers for tutoring purposes. )e
scaffolding techniques we used in our system are as follows:

(i) Example-based scaffolding

(ii) Using visual aids
(iii) Activating prior knowledge
(iv) Preteach vocabulary
(v) Breaking complex into small
(vi) Offering hints and partial solutions

5. Mapping Scaffolding with
Different Scenarios

In human tutoring, scaffolding techniques are used in dif-
ferent scenarios. Human tutoring is the most effective
tutoring used for hundreds of years. In human tutoring, the
teacher or tutor scaffolds students’ knowledge using scaf-
folding techniques according to a suitable scenario. Scaf-
folding becomes effective only if it is used in an appropriate
scenario. To keep because of scenarios’ importance, we
mapped different scaffolding techniques with their relevant
scenario to make scaffolding more effective. Mapping is
based on the use of the scaffolding technique in a domain-
specific scenario. Table 1 shows different scaffolding tech-
niques mapping with scenarios.

6. System Design of the Tutor Module

Our tutoring module will use component-based authoring
(ComBAT) technology. )e ComBAT is a technology based
on the development of individual components that can work
as standalone and integrate with other components to build
a complete system. In the present work, we are designing an
authoring tool for tutoring modules that will support
multiple scaffolding techniques in ITS. )ese scaffolding
techniques will facilitate students and will enhance their
learning abilities during tutoring.

)e tutoring module will perform several functionalities
to implement scaffolding techniques during tutoring.

6.1. Selecting Domain. )e first step is to select the domain
from the given list of domains. As we only worked on the
mathematics domain, so only the mathematics domain is
available.

6.2. Selecting Subject. After selecting a domain, the author
will select a subject of that specific domain already selected in
the previous step. For example, for mathematics, domain
subjects can be basic mathematics, algebra, etc.

6.3. SelectingTopic. )e third step is to select the topic of that
specific subject.)ere can bemany topics in a subject. So, the
author will select the topic of that subject. For example, for
basic mathematics, a subject topic can be mathematical
operations.

6.4. Selecting Question. After topic selection, a list of
questions will be available along with expert, intermediate,
novice, and bad answers to those questions. )e author will
select a question to apply scaffolding for that question.
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6.5. Providing Acceptance Ranges. )e authors will provide
acceptance ranges for each type of answer that according to
the author what the acceptance range will be for expert,
intermediate, and novice answers.

6.6. Providing Reinforcement Technique for an Expert Answer.
If the student answer is of the expert level, so we cannot
apply scaffolding to the expert answer as there is no need for
scaffolding for an expert answer. Here, the author will
provide a reinforcement technique to encourage the student.
Reinforcement can be in the form of an appreciation
message.

6.7. Providing Scaffolding Technique for Intermediate Answer.
If the student answer is of intermediate level, i.e., according
to the acceptance criteria of the intermediate answer already
provided by the author, then the author will select a scaf-
folding technique to scaffold student knowledge and to help
the student in providing an expert answer. Scaffolding will
be provided in three iterations for the intermediate answer.
If a student failed to correctly answer the question after the
first scaffolding technique, then the second iteration of
scaffolding will be applied.

6.8. Providing Scaffolding Technique for Novice Answer.
Same as the intermediate scenario, if the student’s answer is
of novice level, then the author will provide scaffolding
techniques to help the student in the learning process. Same
as the intermediate scenario, scaffolding will be deployed in
three iterations.

6.9. Providing Scaffolding Technique for Bad Answer. For a
bad answer, the author will also provide scaffolding tech-
niques in three iterations to help the student in learning so
the student can provide a correct answer to a question.

7. Implementation of Proposed Tutor Model
Authoring Component

)e system design discussed in the previous chapter is
implemented into a software component of the tutor module
for NDLAuthor. )is prototype contains all the basic
functionalities of the tutor module along with the deploy-
ment of different scaffolding techniques.)e tutor module is
integrated with the domain module and all the domain
knowledge, i.e., questions come from the domain module.
Figure 2 illustrates the question section screen of ITS.

7.1. Descriptive Question Scaffolding. For descriptive ques-
tion scaffolding, users define ranges for excellent, inter-
mediate, novice, and bad answers Figure 3 shows the
scaffolding technique selection for descriptive questions.

7.2. Calculation-BasedQuestion Scaffolding. For calculation-
based question scaffolding, excellent, intermediate, novice,
and bad answers are defined. Figure 4 shows scaffolding
techniques for calculation-based questions.

7.3. Tester Tutor (ITS). )e test page is a tutoring system
used to validate scaffolding techniques. On the test page, the
student will answer questions and the tutor will check
whether the answer is an expert, intermediate, novice, or bad
answer. Figure 5 shows the real-time interaction of student
with the ITS and the deployment of scaffolding techniques.

8. System Evaluation

Two evaluation techniques were applied. )e first technique
was to measure students’ learning gain in a single scaffolding
technique and multiple scaffolding techniques.

Table 1: Scaffolding mapping with different scenarios.

Scaffolding technique Used in scenario Subject/domain

Example-based

1. When students are new to the course and do not know
much Mathematics, physics, statistics, computer science,

English, and social science2. Providing help to students stuck at a stage of course
3. Learning argumentation skills

4. Learning to construct concept maps

Using visual aids

1. To encourage the student with attention
Basic mathematics, language’s learning, and medical

science
2. For enhancing the cognitive skills of the student

3. Demonstrating the topic using animations and visual
aids

Activating prior
knowledge

1. To recall knowledge about a certain topic
Mathematics, engineering science, medical science,

and social science
2. Preexisting knowledge acts as a foundation to learn

new knowledge
3. Connecting new knowledge with basic knowledge

Preteach vocabulary 1. To introduce new instruction/format Languages and computer programming languages2. To learn/use the new language

Breaking complex into
small

1. To solve a complex problem
Problem-solving, mathematics, and analytical2. To motivate the learner to solve and learn from small

chunks of problems

Offering hints/partial
solutions

1. Motivate learner to proceed further rather than stuck
in a problem for hours Problem-solving subjects, computer-aided programs,

and software solutions2. Helps to solve a problem
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Second, a postexperiment survey was conducted to re-
cord user responses regarding the usability and application
of the proposed tutor module authoring tool.

Pretests and posttests were taken in both conditions, i.e.,
using the single scaffolding technique and multiple scaf-
folding techniques. Paired t-test analysis was performed on

the measurements. Descriptive results of mean, standard
deviation, and frequency analysis were measured. Learning
gain was measured for these conditions using this following
formula:

learning gain � preexperiment test − postexperiment test.
(1)

Analysis of learning gain in both conditions was eval-
uated and assessed for student performance measurement.

8.1. Postexperiment Survey. We experimented to test system
performance and efficiency. )e experiment consisted of the
task of building an interaction session for ITS using multiple
scaffolding techniques. A postexperiment survey was con-
ducted to record user responses regarding the usability and
application of the proposed tutor module authoring tool. For
the experiment, we selected 20 novice users. )ese partic-
ipants were students of the postgraduate program and were
selected because they were also working as junior teaching
faculty at various institutes. None of the participants had
previous experience of authoring an ITS. )e experiment
consisted of a single session with the NDLAuthor tutor
module authoring tool. Before the session, participants were
oriented on how to use the tutor module of NDLAuthor and
the different options available to them. Each participant was
asked to create an interactive session using the tutor module
of NDLAuthor.

After sessions with participants, a postexperiment
survey was conducted to record participant’s responses
and experiences with the NDLAuthor tutor model. )e
postexperiment survey consisted of five questions re-
garding tutor model performance, usability, and
application.

9. Results and Discussion

)e result shows prominent improvement in students
learning gain by using multiple scaffolding techniques.

9.1. LearningGain. During experimentation, students firstly
interacted with the ITS and the single scaffolding technique
was applied to calculate students’ learning gain and then in

Figure 3: Scaffolding for descriptive questions.

Figure 4: Scaffolding for calculation-based questions.

Figure 5: Tester tutor.

Figure 2: Question selection.
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another session multiple scaffolding techniques were applied
to again calculate students’ learning gain.

9.1.1. Using Single Scaffolding Techniques. To measure stu-
dents’ learning gain, we performed statistical analysis by
applying paired t-tests on pretest and posttest. Keeping 47
degrees of freedom, paired t-tests showed a significant
difference (p< 0.05). )is statistical result is presented in
Table 2.

We performed a t-test on the learning gain of the single
scaffolding technique to compare it with the learning gain of
multiple scaffolding techniques. T-test of learning gain has a
mean of 1.77, standard deviation of 1.056, and high sig-
nificance (p< 0.05).

Analysis measurement of learning gain also showed
significant results. Fifteen students improved by 1 point, 17
students improved by 2 points, and so on. Overall learning
gain frequency analysis is shown in Table 3.

Also, for a more clear representation analysis of learning
gain, results are shown through a bar graph in Figure 6.

9.1.2. Using Multiple Scaffolding Techniques. Using the
second condition to measure students’ learning gain, we
performed statistical analysis by applying paired t-tests on
pretest and posttest. Keeping 47 degrees of freedom, paired

t-tests showed a significant difference (p< 0.05). Also,
compared with the single scaffolding technique, multiple
scaffolding techniques showed improvement in learning
gain. )ese statistical results are presented in Table 4.

Learning gain of multiple scaffolding techniques has a
high mean value of 2.583 that is greater than single scaf-
folding technique experience. Also, a less standard deviation
of multiple scaffolding was recorded as compared to the
single scaffolding technique. Frequency analyses of learning
gain of multiple scaffolding techniques have also signifi-
cantly higher performance than single scaffolding tech-
niques. Frequency measurement is given in Table 5.

Also, for a more clear comparison of single and multiple
scaffolding techniques, frequency analysis of learning gain of
multiple scaffolding techniques is given in Figure 7.

9.2. Postexperiment Survey. )is evaluation was based on
five basic questions to know participants’ perceptions and
experiences of using the NDLAuthor tutor model. )ese
questions focused on the novice user experience of using the
tutor model to create an ITS system. )e participant’s re-
sponse in Table 6 and system evaluation indicated the fol-
lowing basic outcomes.

Table 2: Learning gain of single scaffolding technique.

No. Single scaffolding tutoring Learning gain
Pretest Posttest

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
48 3.48 2.052 4.75 1.657 1.7708 1.05668

Table 3: Single scaffolding technique frequency measurement.

Single scaffolding technique
Frequency measurement

0.00 5
1.00 15
2.00 17
3.00 8
4.00 3
Total 48

4.001.00 3.00.00 2.00
Learning Gain
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Figure 6: Single scaffolding technique learning gain result.

Table 4: Learning gain of multiple scaffolding techniques.

No. Multiple scaffolding tutoring Learning gain
Pretest Posttest

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
48 3.79 1.700 6.083 1.568 2.583 1.441

Table 5: Multiple scaffolding techniques’ frequency measurement.

Multiple scaffolding techniques
Frequency measurement

0.00 5
1.00 7
2.00 9
3.00 12
4.00 12
5.00 3
Total 48
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4.00.00 3.001.00 5.002.00
Collaborative Gain

Figure 7: Multiple scaffolding techniques’ learning gain results.
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10. Conclusions

Different scaffolding techniques were identified from dif-
ferent domains of studies. )ese scaffolding techniques are
actively used in human tutoring to scaffold students’
knowledge and provide help in learning. After the identi-
fication of scaffolding techniques, these techniques were
mapped with scenarios that can occur during the learning
process. Mapping scenarios helped us to identify the de-
ployment of useful scaffolding techniques in a scenario. )e
scaffolding technique works efficiently if it is deployed in a
relevant scenario. After the mapping of scaffolding tech-
niques with different scenarios, we mapped different scaf-
folding techniques with mathematics domain
characteristics. As we implemented our NDLAuthor tutor
model only for the mathematics domain, we mapped dif-
ferent scaffolding techniques with mathematics character-
istics. We divided mathematics questions into two
categories, i.e., descriptive questions and calculation-based
questions. Descriptive questions are simple narrative-type
questions without any mathematical steps while calculation-
based questions contain mathematical calculations. After
scaffolding mapping, we deployed the NDLAuthor tutor
model to validate our mapping of scaffolding.)e evaluation
of the study has a notable result that shows the effectiveness
of the tutor model that ensures a very user-friendly interface,
deploying scaffolding techniques, and adequate control of
selecting and deploying scaffolding techniques, and making
the authoring process easy.
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